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Abstract  

Potassium iodide (KI) is a well-known thyroid prophylactic agent that blocks the incorporation of 

radioactive iodide in the thyroid; it is generally available for oral administration by the population in case 

of a nuclear release. However, the blockage provided by KI is not 100% effective and therefore activity 

could still be measured in the thyroid after an intake of radioactive iodine. As a consequence of KI 

administration the thyroid retention function and the thyroid dose coefficient are modified. To assess 

the thyroid dose from in vivo measurements these two quantities must be taken into account.  

In this work we considered the inhalation of 131-iodine by adult, children (1, 5, 10 years-old) and 

adolescents (15 years). The effect of KI administration was modeled by a time-dependent blood to 

thyroid transfer rate coefficient. The model was benchmarked against dose coefficient in the absence of 

KI and against the protective effect curves depending on KI administration time. 

This KI specific model was used to provide correction factors for dose assessment. These 

multiplicative correction factors apply to a “classical” dose assessment, i.e. a dose assessment based on 

the ICRP default model that ignores the KI effect. This solution has been preferred since it provides ready 

to use values avoiding implementing the KI specific model. The correction factors depend on the 

measurement time and on the KI administration time. They are relatively independent of age and can be 

described by simple analytic functions. Working examples are provided in this study.    

For examples, KI administration 12h before the intake and early in vivo measurements (between 

4h and 64h) after the intake give correction factors between 1.2 and 15. For late measurements the 

correction factors are generally small. If KI has been taken after the intake the correction factors are also 

generally small, except for very early measurements.  
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Introduction 

After a reactor accident, large quantities of radioactive iodine may be released into the environment. 

This radioactive iodine may be then incorporated into the human body through inhalation or ingestion, 

and is a main source of concern in terms of radiation protection (Reiners and Schneider, 2013 ; UNSCEAR 

2013). The most commonly used prophylactic agent that blocks the radio-iodine uptake in the thyroid is 

potassium iodide (KI). 

KI, which is normally given in pills, consists of an anhydrous compound containing one atom of 

potassium and one of stable iodine, it is considered the golden standard in the protection, prevention 

and treatment of radiation uptake in the thyroid (Blum and Eisenbud 1967 ; WHO 1999 ;  Verger et al., 

2001). It is considered to be the most effective prophylactic agent for radioactive iodine intakes, and the 

least likely to induce side effects (Blum and Eisenbud 1967; WHO, 1999; Verger et al., 2001). The 

effectiveness of the administration of KI (in single or repeated administration) in terms of uptake 

blocking has been studied by several authors (Blum and Eisenbud, 1967 ; Zanzonico and Becker 1993; 

Zanzonico and Becker 2000; Jang et al., 2008).  

The amount of administered KI depends on age, which according to the WHO spans from 16 mg 

for neonates to 130 mg for adults and adolescents over 12 years-old. The decision for stable iodine 

administration depends on the estimated dose to the thyroid when no blocking agent is administered. 

Since the probability of radiation-induced thyroid cancer decreases with age, the WHO recommends to 

initiate the administration of stable iodine at lower projected thyroid doses for children than for adults 

(WHO, 1999). Effective dosage must also take into account age, dietary habits, and the thyroid function 

of the individuals (Verger et al., 2001). For instance, in Poland, after the Chernobyl accident, children 

aged between 3 to 12 years old were given 50 mg, and less than 2 years old were given 25 mg (Nauman 

and Wolff, 1993). 

Even if KI is an excellent prophylactic agent it is not 100% efficient, particularly if it has been 

administered too early or too late relatively to the intake time. In such cases in vivo thyroid 

measurements could detect radio-iodine in the thyroid. Even if KI is administered at a proper time it 

could not be excluded that a large intake would not result in positive measurements. In case of multiple 

spaced out releases the protective effect could be lost and positive measurement could occur. In 

(Balonov et al., 2003) it is reported that positive thyroid measurements were obtained despite KI 

administration.   

Thyroid dose or committed effective dose can be assessed from in vivo measurements. However, 

since this assessment is based on a biokinetic model that ignores the effect of KI administration it is not 

possible to assess the dose from measurement if KI has been taken. The well-known protective effect 

curve (Zanzonico and Becker 1993; Zanzonico and Becker 2000), that describes the avoided thyroid dose 

as a function of KI administration time, is of no help to interpret measurements. Indeed, in case of a 

positive measurement of a subject who took KI one would need to measure another subject, who was in 

the same condition than the first one, and who did not take KI, to deduce the dose of the first one. Only 

in that conditions the protective effect curve could be used.   

In this study, the age dependent thyroid retention functions and thyroid dose coefficients when 

stable iodine was administered are calculated. The case of KI administration by oral administration and 

iodine-131 inhalation are considered.  The effect of KI administration is modelled through a time varying 

transfer rate of radio-iodine from blood to thyroid. The obtained retention function and the thyroid dose 



coefficients can then be used to calculate the dose to the thyroid due to a unit intake. They can also be 

used to deduce the dose due to a unit content at a given time after intake. Rather than tabulating dose 

coefficient per unit content for a large set of administration time and measurement time we provide 

correction factors. The main advantage of this approach is that this correction factors take and analytical 

form for early measurements and a constant value for late measurements. The dose assessment from 

measurement is performed as usual except that the dose must be multiplied by the correction factor. 

Working examples are provided.  

 

1. Material and methods 

In this section it is shown how to calculate dose in case of stable iodine administration. For that purpose 

thyroid retention functions are calculated taking into account a time-varying transfer rate between blood 

and thyroid. Subsequently it is shown how to correct dose assessment from a measurement so that the 

effect of stable iodine is properly taken into account. A correction factor is thus introduced and it applies 

to the dose calculated in classical conditions, i.e. when stable iodine is not considered.  

 

1.1 “‘Standard” biokinetic model (without KI administration)  

The biokinetic model takes into account the age-specific human respiratory track model of ICRP 66 (ICRP, 

1994), the alimentary track model of ICRP 30 (ICRP, 1979) and the age-specific systemic model of iodine 

of ICRP 56 (ICRP, 1990).  The biokinetic model is illustrated in Figure 1 and the age dependent transfer 

coefficient for the iodine systemic model parameters are given in Table 1. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1. Schematic view of the biokinetic model used in this work. In case of stable iodine 

administration the blood to thyroid transfer rate becomes time-dependant. 

 

 

 



Table 1. Age dependant biokinetic and dosimetric parameters used in this work for 131-I.   

Age λa (h-1) λb (h-1) λc (h-1) λd (h-1) λe (h-1) S-factor 

(Gy/(Bq.s)) 

1 year 0.035 0.08 0.0019 0.015 0.0039 1.74E-11 

5 years 0.035 0.08 0.0013 0.010 0.0025 9.30E-12 

10 years 0.035 0.08 0.0005 0.0040 0.001 4.05E-12 

15 years 0.035 0.08 0.00043 0.0035 0.00086 2.69E-12 

Adult  0.035 0.08 0.00036 0.0019 0.00048 1.63E-12 

 

1.2 Biokinetic model with stable iodine administration  

It has been shown that, in case of oral stable iodine administration, the transfer rate from blood-to-

thyroid suddenly drops well below the normal transfer rate. This variation will depend on the 

concentration of stable iodide in the blood - as the concentration of stable iodide in the blood increases, 

the transfer rate will diminish according to the following equation (Zanzonico and Becker, 1993; 

Zanzonico and Becker, 2000; Jang et al., 2008):  

[ ] 9.0

037.0
−= iodidekλ    (1) 

with k0=0.0456 h-1 and iodide concentration expressed in µg/100mL.  

This means that after KI administration, the thyroid is almost immediately saturated and further blood-

to-thyroid transfers are considerably slowed-down. Then, the thyroid progressively eliminates the stable 

iodide and the blood-to-thyroid transfer rate increases accordingly, until it reaches the standard value 

given in Table 1 again.  The time equation of iodide concentration in blood is given by (Behling, 1995):  
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where Qu is the initial concentration of iodide in plasma in µg /100mL, and while (Behling, 1995) suggests 

T1/2=5h, it is seems better to adopt 6 hours, doing so the time varying transfer rate coefficients obtained 

in previous works (Jang et al., 2008) can be well reproduced, as shown in Figure 2. This half-life can also 

be derived considering the 3-compartements model and an exponential fit for the iodide in blood (data 

not shown). 

Table 2 gives age-dependent default values for the initial iodide concentration in plasma, 

deduced from plasma volumes (ICRP, 2002; ICRP 1975) and the recommended amount of administered 

stable iodine (WHO, 1999). Hereafter all calculations are carried out using these values.  

The time varying blood-to-thyroid transfer coefficient can finally be written as in equations (3) and 

(4). For stable iodine administration before 131I intake: 

 

���� = �0.37�����.� exp ��.� �������/� �� + ��� �!   if  λ≤λ'λ'                                                                       if  λ>λ'
  (3) 

For stable iodine administration after 131I intake:    



���� = �0.37�����.� exp ��.� �������/� �� ) ��� �!   if λ≤λ'λ'                                                                       if λ>λ' *+ � , ��� 
  (4) 

As illustrated in Figure 2, the effect of stable iodine is of about 72 hours. After this delay the blood to 

thyroid transfer rate becomes equal to its standard value λa. In both equations the time “t” is relative to 

the intake and such that at t=TAdm  λ is minimal and starts increasing slowly.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2. Variation of the blood-to-thyroid transfer rate of iodine, comparison with published values. 

Table 2. Age-dependent default values for the initial iodide concentration in plasma 

age 
plasma volume 

 [mL] 

administered 

stable iodine weight [mg] 

iodide concentration in 

plasma [µg/100 mL] 

1 year 450 25 5556 

5 years 849 50 5889 

10 years 1421 50 3519 

15 years 2469 100 4050 

adult 3000 100 3333 

 

1.3 Dosimetric model  

Hereafter we are only concerned with the thyroid dose. The dose to the thyroid (committed up to the 

age of 70 for children and during 50 years for adults) is calculated according to the ICRP/MIRD formalism 

(Bolch et al., 2009) that takes into account the resident time of the radionuclides inside the organ. The 

dose is the product of the cumulated activity (-.) inside the organ time the S-factor (we neglect cross-

irradiation due to other organs):  / = -. 0 = 1 2 3���4�5� 67'89�  0 (5) 

In the above expression we introduced the intake I (Bq) and the organ retention function (R(t) in Bq/Bq 

of intake).  



The ICRP dose coefficient (h70) giving the dose per unit intake is thus:  ℎ5� = 0 2 3���4�5� 67'89�   (6) 

Hereafter, for simplicity, the age-dependent S-factors are calculated from the thyroid weights, as given in 

(Kilough and Eckerman, 1986), and are reported in Table 1. Whatever the biokinetic model, with or 

without stable iodine administration, this dosimetric model applies. 

As recalled in (Zanzonico and Becker, 2000), the protective effect of KI administration can be defined as 

follows: ;< = 100 >�>?@>    (7) 

where D is the thyroid dose due to unique intake of radioactive iodine when no KI is administered and DKI 

is the thyroid dose due to unique intake of radioactive iodine when KI is taken. The protective effect 

depends on the time of stable administration relative to the intake. This relation can also be written 

using the cumulated activity with or without KI administration: ;< = 100 �A��A?@�A    (8) 

The dosimetric model applies to thyroid absorbed dose or thyroid equivalent dose, the numerical values 

being the same for 131I. 

1.4 Deduction of thyroid dose from measurements 

Following ICRP 78 (ICRP, 1997), if a measurement of the thyroid activity (m(tmeas) in Bq) is carried out at 

time tmeas after intake the thyroid dose can be calculated as follows : / = 0  �BCDEF�G�BCDEF� 2 3���4�5� 67'89� .  (9) 

If KI has been administered at TAdm the retention function is different from R(t) and we can write: 

/HI = 0  �BCDEF�G?@�BCDEF,�KLC� 2 3MI��, ��� �4�5� 67'89�   (10) 

In Eq. (9) and (10) and hereafter the time of intake is the origin of time, tmeas and TAdm are measured 

relatively to the intake time. 

At this stage we could simply tabulate dose coefficients and 3MI�� 7'9, ��� � for different 

administration time and different age groups and the dose could thus be deduced from the 

measurement. However we believe it is simpler to tabulate correction factors applying to a “classical” 

dose assessment that ignores the effect of stable iodine administration. Let’s consider the same 

measurement at time tmeas, we have: 

/HI = 3�� 7'9� 2 3MI��, ��� �4�3MI�� 7'9, ��� � 2 3���4� / 
= 3�� 7'9�3�� 7'9, ��� �

-MIN  ���� �-. / 
= O�� 7'9, ��� �/                                            �11�             



Hereafter we will provide C(tmeas, TAdm) for different age groups. If following KI administration a positive 

measurement is found the thyroid dose can be assessed classically and then this dose has to be 

multiplied by the correction factor.   

1.5 Benchmarking  

The calculations for the standard model, i.e., when no KI was administered, will be validated against 

reference values. For that purpose, the obtained age-specific thyroid retention curves in this work are 

compared with those provided by the DCAL software (Eckerman et al., 2006). Also, the obtained dose 

coefficients will be compared with those given in ICRP 71 (ICRP, 1995). 

Finally, to complete the validation, the protective effect with our approach will be compared with 

published values (Zanzonico and Becker, 1993).  

 

1.6 Practical implementation  

The biokinetic model is solved using a Runge-Kutta method of order 4 (Bellen and Vermiglio, 1996) with a 

step size of 0.02, hours between 0 and 300 days, after which the thyroid retention function nearly 

vanishes. The biokinetic model takes into account the physical decay of 131I and considers iodine particles 

of type F, with an AMAD of 1 µm.  

 

2. Results 

 

2.1  Method validation  

2.1.1 Retention curves in the standard case (no KI administration) 

As illustrated in Figure 3 there is an excellent overall agreement between the calculated retention curves 

and those obtained with DCAL. For very long time after intake (typically 200 – 300 days) significant 

difference can be found but they are of none importance for the calculation of the cumulated activity.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3. Comparison of thyroid retention curves calculated in this work and obtained with the DCAL 

software (left: 1 year case, right: adult case) for inhalation of 131I (type F, AMAD 1 µm) in the standard 

case (no KI administration). 

 



2.1.2 Dose coefficients in the standard case (no KI administration) 

The dose coefficients obtained from the S-factors given in Table 1 and the calculated cumulated activity 

corresponding to the integral of the thyroid retention curves are reported in Table 3 and compared with 

the values given in ICRP 71 (ICRP, 1995). An excellent agreement is found.   

 

Table 3: Thyroid dose coefficients (Sv/Bq or Gy/Bq) for 131-I of type F and AMAD 1 µm 

Age 1 year 5 years 10 years 15 years Adult  

h50, h70 (this work) 1.40E-06 7.22E-07 3.71E-07 2.28E-07 1.46E-07 

h50, h70 (ICRP 71) 1.40E-06 7.30E-07 3.70E-07 2.20E-07 1.50E-07 

this work/ICRP 71 1.00 0.99 1.00 1.04 0.97 

 

2.1.3 Protective effect  

The protective effect (Eq. 7) is calculated as a function of the administration time (before and after 

intake) and for all the age groups, considering the KI amount given in table 2. The protective effect is 

compared with the values given in (Zanzonico and Becker, 1993) and the results are shown in Figure 4. 

Whatever the age there are no significant differences in the protective effect especially if stable iodine is 

taken after the intake. If stable iodine is taken long before the intake (60 hours) the protective effect can 

vary of about 10 points depending on the age.  We find the well-known trend of the protective effect as 

a function of the time of administration. If stable iodine is taken 36 h before the intake the protective 

effect is greater than 80%. For administration long before intake (72 hours) our calculations predict a less 

efficient protection than given in (Zanzonico and Becker, 1993).  If KI is taken after the intake the 

efficiency drops down very fast, for administration at 6 hours post-intake the efficiency is less than 50%, 

the same trend and values are predicted in (Zanzonico and Becker, 1993).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4. Protective effect as a function of time of KI administration for various age groups and 

comparison with published values. 

 



2.1.4 Dose coefficient with stable iodine administration 

The thyroid dose coefficient (Sv per Bq of intake) calculated for the adult is shown in Figure 5 and 

compared with the values of (Zanzonico and Becker, 1993). The dose coefficients calculated in this work 

are smaller than those reported in (Zanzonico and Becker, 1993) by a factor between 2 and 10.  It is not 

surprising since, in fact, the model used in (Zanzonico and Becker, 1993) is for ingestion, as evidenced by 

the ICRP dose coefficient reported on Figure 5. The dose coefficients for all age groups are tabulated as a 

function of the administration time in Appendix A.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5. Thyroid dose coefficient for the adult in case of stable iodine administration and 

comparison with Zanzonico published values. The ICRP and “control” values are shown at 60 

days for simplicity but apply in the absence of KI. 

 

2.2 Retention curves 

The thyroid retention curves obtained in this work are illustrated on Figure 6 for two cases. When stable 

iodine is taken the thyroid is immediately saturated, the closer is the administration from the intake the 

more effective is the blockage since the stable iodine remains longer in the thyroid, as compared with an 

earlier administration. Whatever the administration time the blockage is not total and radioactive iodine 

accumulates in the thyroid. As illustrated on top of Figure 6, the accumulation is several order of 

magnitude down to the normal one for administration close to the intake. When the delay between 

administration and intake increases the retention curve gets closer from the normal retention curve: 

when the delay is larger than 72 hours the two curves are  nearly the same. On the top of Figure 6 a 

shoulder can be noticed on the 5 lowest retention curves, this shoulder corresponds to the time when 

stable iodine is no more effective and when the normal biokinetic behavior holds again.  

On the bottom of Figure 6 retention curves for stable iodine administration after intake are shown. The 

retention curves all present the same trend at very short time corresponding to the accumulation of 

radioactive iodine. When stable iodine is taken the accumulation suddenly stops and the curves become 



flat, at longer time the stable iodine blockage is no more effective and the normal biokinetic behaviour 

holds again. Radioactive iodine accumulates quite fast in the thyroid and the maximum accumulation 

occurs at around 24h, as a consequence is stable iodine is taken after 8-12h after the intake the 

retention curves are quite similar to the normal retention curves.   

 

     

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6. Thyroid retention curves when KI is administered, as a function of time after intake and for 

several administration times (relative to intake). Top: administration post intake for the 15 years-old 

case; bottom: administration after intake for the 5 years-old case. 

2.3 Correction factors 

2.3.1 Correction factors for stable iodine administration prior to the intake 



The correction factors defined in section 1.4 have been calculated for administration time between 

0.25h and 96h (before the intake) and for measurements time between 0 and 120 days (after the intake 

…). Both times are thus given relative to the intake. The correction factors have been calculated for the 

age groups defined in Table 1.  

Inspection of the correction factors reveal that they are relatively independent of the age and that values 

can be assigned as a function of the administration time (TAdm) and measurement time (tmeas). The rules 

for the assignment of values are summarized on Figure 7 and below. Alternatively a flow chart is given in 

Appendix B. The rules for the calculation of the correction factor depend primarily on the measurement 

time as given below.  Four classes of measurement times have been selected after a detailed inspections 

of the data, even if somewhat arbitrary this selection was retained to avoid over-complexity and keep 

correction factors accurate enough.  

1. The measurement time is shorter than 4h. 

The model should be implemented, we do not provide default values since we could not find similar 

rules as given below. However such early measurements should be quite rare. Another alternative is to 

use the value of the polynomial given in Table 4 for Tmeas=4h.  

2. The measurement time is between 4h and 72h.  

a. The administration time occurred before 0 and 72 hours. 

The correction factor can be described by a set of polynomial functions. For a given measurement time 

the correction factor is a polynomial function of the administration time. The equations describing the 

polynomials are given in Table 4. They have been obtained by fitting the correction factor for the 5-years 

old case, which gives a conservative estimate for all ages, as demonstrated on Figure 8.  

b. The administration time is greater than 72h.  

A constant value can be assumed, using the value of the polynomial at TAdm=72h.  

3. The measurement time is between 72h and 84h. 

The correction factor can be obtained by interpolation between the two regions immediately before and 

immediately after, or alternatively use a conservative estimate.  

4. The measurement time is greater than 84h. 

Three constant correction factors can be applied, depending on the administration time.  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 7. Assignment rule for the correction factor in case of KI administration before the intake.  

Table 4. Coefficients giving the correction factor for several measurement times (Tmeas) as a function 

of the administration time (TAdm), for stable iodine administration before intake. The R² coefficient 

describes the goodness of fit for the 5-years old case. The correction factor applies to all age groups.  

tmeas (h) 

OP = Q RS��� S�
ST�  

TAdm in hours 
R² 

a0 a1 a2 a3 a4 

4 2.063E+01 -4.501E-01 2.637E-03 0.9997 

6 1.809E+01 -3.949E-01 2.321E-03 0.9997 

8 1.595E+01 -3.485E-01 2.055E-03 0.9997 

10 1.412E+01 -3.087E-01 1.828E-03 0.9997 

12 1.256E+01 -2.752E-01 1.642E-03 0.9998 

16 1.005E+01 -2.219E-01 1.363E-03 0.9998 

20 8.159E+00 -1.823E-01 1.163E-03 0.9999 

24 6.714E+00 -1.520E-01 1.012E-03 0.9999 

32 4.702E+00 -1.094E-01 8.066E-04 1.0000 

40 3.417E+00 -8.080E-02 6.608E-04 0.9997 

48 2.550E+00 -5.878E-02 5.264E-04 0.9982 

56 1.940E+00 -4.052E-02 3.924E-04 0.9920 

64 1.538E+00 -4.000E-02 8.242E-04 -5.180E-06 0.9988 

72 1.227E+00 -3.146E-02 1.046E-03 -1.388E-05 6.690E-08 0.9988 

 

TAdm∈[0, 72h]

Tmeas∈[4h, 72h]

Tadm>72h
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Figure 8. Age specific correction factors as a function of stable iodine administration time and for 

several measurement times. Stable iodine administration is before the intake. The fitting function 

has been obtained on the 5 years-old case and applies to all age groups. 

2.3.2 Correction factors for KI administration after intake 

In the case of stable iodine administration after the intake, only measurement time after the 

administration are considered (Tmeas>TAdm), for obvious reasons. Compared with the case of 

administration prior to the intake the situation is somewhat simpler. Again, it can be shown that the 



correction factors are relatively independent of age. Assignment rules for the correction factor are given 

in Table 5 and alternatively in Appendix B. 

1. For measurement times between 4h and 48h the correction factors can be calculated by a set of 

polynomial expressions whose variable is ln(TAdm). Like for the case of KI administration before 

the intake the polynomials are given for several measurement times. The polynomials have been 

obtained by fitting the data of the adult case, which gives a conservative estimate, as illustrated 

on Figure 9. 

2. For measurement time greater than 48h small correction factors can be applied, eventually 

dependent of the administration time.  

 

Table 5. Coefficients giving the correction factor for several measurement times (tmeas) as a function 

of the administration time (TAdm), for stable iodine administration after intake. The R² coefficient 

describes the goodness of fit for the adult case. The correction factor applies to all age groups. 

Tmeas (h) 

OP = Q RSln ���� �S�
ST�  

With TAdm in hours and TAdm≤Tmeas R² 

a0 a1 a2 a3 

4 3.709E-01 -3.946E-02 5.035E-02 -2.432E-02 0.999 

6 5.210E-01 -6.556E-02 7.175E-02 -2.636E-02 0.997 

8 6.414E-01 -8.892E-02 8.582E-02 -2.661E-02 0.996 

12 8.145E-01 -1.232E-01 9.972E-02 -2.512E-02 0.993 

24 1.036E+00 -1.512E-01 9.619E-02 -1.862E-02 0.989 

48 1.087E+00 -9.743E-02 4.792E-02 -7.628E-03 0.989 

48h<Tmeas≤72h 

CF=1.15 for TAdm<1h 

CF=1.05 for 1h≤ TAdm ≤4h 

CF=1 for TAdm >4h 

72h<Tmeas≤84h CF=1.05 

Tmeas>84h CF=1 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Figure 9. Age specific correction factors as a function of stable iodine administration time and for several 

measurement times. Stable iodine administration is after the intake. The fitting function has been 

obtained on the adult case and applies to all age groups.  

 

3. Discussion  

 

3.1 Order of magnitude and trend of the correction factors 

As illustrated on Figure 8 the correction factors are greater than 1 for stable iodine administration before 

the intake.  Consequently, interpretation of the measurements without taking into account the effect of 

stable iodine would lead to an underestimation of the thyroid dose. Whatever the measurement time, 

the correction factor decreases with the delay between the intake and the administration time, for long 

delay the correction factors is about 1, which simply means that the protective effect had vanished at 

the time of intake. For a given time of administration the magnitude of the correction factor decreases 

with the measurement time and tends to 1 for long measurement time. This fact is partially explained by 

the fact that the relative difference between the classical and stable iodine dependent thyroid retention 

curve is more pronounced at early measurement time than at longer measurement time (cf. for example 

TAdm=48h, on Figure 6). However, the exact trend of the correction factor depends also on the ratio of 

the cumulated activity, not only on value of the retention function at a given time. Finally, it must be 

noticed that for early measurements (let’s say between 4 h and 48 h) and for short administration time 

(i.e. when it is the more effective) the correction factor can be between 2 and 20.  

As illustrated on Figure 9, for stable iodine administration after the intake, the correction factors can be 

greater or smaller than 1. Correction factors are of noticeable importance only for measurements carried 

out between 24 h and 48 h after the intake and if stable iodine was taken at most 1h after the intake.  



 If the measurements are very early (a few hours after intake) and the administration time of stable 

iodine close to intake (a few hours before or after) a small uncertainty on the administration time would 

induce a large uncertainty on the correction factors. From a practical point of view it is however 

expected than (i) stable iodine is administered several hours before the release and thus intake, (ii) 

measurements might not be carried out so early.    

3.2  Practical use of correction factors  

Several working examples are given in Appendix C. These working examples are based on the rules given 

in section 2.3 and Appendix B for calculation of correction factors. For faster implementation these rules 

could be simplified provided that conservative correction factors are maintained.  For a more precise 

dose assessment, instead of using correction factors the retention curves and dose coefficient should be 

calculated, as explained in sections 1.2 and 1.3.   

 

3.3 Limitation of this work and prospect 

In this work the focus was on the interpretation of thyroid measurements and the resulting thyroid dose 

variation due to KI administration in the very specific case of 131I intake due to inhalation. The 

interpretation of urine measurements could also provide valuable information for the dose estimation 

with KI administration. Also, the committed effective dose should be provided, rather that the thyroid 

dose, indeed if radioactive iodide is blocked from the thyroid it will be retained elsewhere and, before 

elimination, will increase the dose to other organs other than the thyroid.   

In this work we only deal with inhalation, the same could be done for the ingestion case, eliminating 

the respiratory model of Figure 1. We have checked on a few examples that the calculated correction 

factor are of the same order of magnitude that those obtained for inhalation. We also only dealt with 131I 

since it is the iodine isotope the more likely to be measured in case of emergency. Similar correction 

factors could be obtained for other radio-iodine isotopes, provided that the half-life are taken into 

account in the biokinetic model.  

The approach adopted here concerns acute intake but it can be in principle adapted to chronic 

intake of radio-iodine or adapted to take into account several administration of KI.  

The biokinetic model used in this work can be improved, for example the models presented in 

(Berkovski, 2002; Leggett, 2017) better describes the short time behavior of iodine in the body and 

introduce more compartments. Our calculations suggested that the protective effect, when KI is 

administered at times greater than 50-60h before intake, is significantly different than the one given in 

(Zanzonico and Becker, 1993). The exact cause of the difference is not exactly known but several causes 

are plausible: (i) as evidenced in Figure 5 the Zanzonico calculations are in fact valid for ingestion; (ii) the 

blood to thyroid transfer rate described by Eq (3) might be inaccurate at long time; (iii) to the best of our 

knowledge the calculations in (Zanzonico and Becker, 1993) have never been independently 

benchmarked.  

Alternative model have been proposed to describe thyroid blockage following stable iodine 

administration (Turai and Kanyár, 1986; Leggett, 2010), it would be interesting to compare them with the 

approach adopted here even if the general trend of thyroid retention functions should be conserved. The 

model adopted here also assumed that the intake of radioactive iodine is small enough, as compared 



with stable iodine, so that the blood to thyroid transfer rate is modified by stable iodine only but not by 

the radioactive iodine.   

In the model adopted here KI administration results in an immediate change of the blood to thyroid 

transfer rate. It might be suitable to dispose of a more realistic model with the transfer rate diminishing 

fast but continuously from its nominal to minimal values. It can be speculated that such a model would 

lead to less pronounced differences in the protective effect for short administration time before and 

after the intake.  

 

Conclusion 

Prophylaxis with potassium iodine (KI) is very efficient and is the best approach to protect the thyroid in 

the case of a nuclear accident. However, in several cases it cannot be excluded that positive in vivo 

thyroid measurements could occur even if KI has been administered. In such a case knowing the 

protective effect of KI is of no help to interpret the measurements.  

We have thus considered the modification of thyroid retention curve induced by KI administration and 

provided correction factors that apply to a standard dose evaluation. The correction factors depend on 

the time of measurement and of the time of KI administration. For stable iodine administration a few 

hours before the intake and early measurements ignoring the correction factors would lead to significant 

thyroid dose underestimation.  
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Appendix A 

Table A-1. Thyroid dose coefficient for various age groups as a function of stable iodine 

administration time. 

Thyroid dose per unit intake (Sv/Bq) 

Time of stable iodine  

administration 

 (hours, relative to intake) 

1 year 5 year 10 years 15 years adult 

-96 7.49E-07 7.23E-07 3.71E-07 2.28E-07 1.45E-07 

-84 7.49E-07 7.23E-07 3.71E-07 2.28E-07 1.45E-07 

-72 5.99E-07 5.66E-07 3.40E-07 2.01E-07 1.35E-07 

-60 3.28E-07 3.07E-07 2.03E-07 1.16E-07 8.13E-08 

-48 1.54E-07 1.44E-07 9.91E-08 5.61E-08 3.99E-08 

-42 1.02E-07 9.52E-08 6.65E-08 3.75E-08 2.69E-08 

-36 6.67E-08 6.20E-08 4.38E-08 2.46E-08 1.77E-08 

-24 2.73E-08 2.54E-08 1.82E-08 1.02E-08 7.39E-09 

-12 1.08E-08 1.00E-08 7.30E-09 4.07E-09 2.96E-09 

-6 6.76E-09 6.26E-09 4.57E-09 2.54E-09 1.85E-09 

-4 5.77E-09 5.34E-09 3.90E-09 2.17E-09 1.58E-09 

-2 4.92E-09 4.56E-09 3.33E-09 1.85E-09 1.35E-09 

-1 4.54E-09 4.21E-09 3.08E-09 1.71E-09 1.25E-09 

-0.5 4.36E-09 4.04E-09 2.96E-09 1.65E-09 1.20E-09 

-0.25 4.28E-09 3.96E-09 2.90E-09 1.61E-09 1.18E-09 

0.25 1.18E-08 1.14E-08 6.67E-09 3.98E-09 2.68E-09 

0.5 2.62E-08 2.55E-08 1.39E-08 8.56E-09 5.59E-09 

1 5.89E-08 5.77E-08 3.04E-08 1.89E-08 1.22E-08 

2 1.28E-07 1.25E-07 6.50E-08 4.05E-08 2.59E-08 

4 2.55E-07 2.48E-07 1.28E-07 7.93E-08 5.07E-08 

6 3.57E-07 3.47E-07 1.79E-07 1.11E-07 7.06E-08 

8 4.39E-07 4.26E-07 2.20E-07 1.35E-07 8.65E-08 

12 5.53E-07 5.37E-07 2.77E-07 1.70E-07 1.09E-07 

24 6.95E-07 6.74E-07 3.48E-07 2.14E-07 1.37E-07 

36 7.28E-07 7.07E-07 3.65E-07 2.24E-07 1.43E-07 

48 7.35E-07 7.14E-07 3.69E-07 2.27E-07 1.45E-07 
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Figure B-1. Flow chart for calculation of correction coefficients when stable iodine has been 

administered. The administration time (TAdm) and measurement time (TMeas) are the times elapsed 

from the intake time.  



Appendix C 

We hereafter give 6 examples of calculation of the correction coefficients. To better illustrate the cases 

we consider a measurement of 1 kBq in the thyroid and calculate the corresponding doses, with and 

without correction factors.  For simplicity we only consider the adult case. 

For dose calculation ignoring stable iodine administration we calculate the intake, as deduced from 

DCAL’s retention curve, and use ICRP 71 dose coefficient (cf. Table 3). Intake and retention are given in 

Table B-1.  The correction factor is provided in Table B-1 and its calculation detailed below. 

 

Table B.1. Summary of the examples detailed below. The calculated thyroid doses correspond to a  

measurement of 1 kBq, of iodine-131 (type F, AMAD=1 µm). A dose assessment corresponding to the 

measured thyroid retained activity is first performed, ignoring the effect of stable iodine administration, 

and the correction factor corresponding to the case is then given.  The given intake ignores the stable 

iodine administration and thus does not correspond to the real intake.  

Tmeas (h) 12 36 24 78 8 18 

TAdm (h) 
8 

(prior intake) 

4 

(prior intake) 

80 

(prior intake) 

12 

(prior intake) 

1 

(post intake) 

12 

(post intake) 

R(t) (Bq/Bq of intake) 7.08E-02 8.62E-02 8.58E-02 7.42E-02 4.63E-02 8.16E-02 

Intake (Bq) 1.41E+04 1.16E+04 1.17E+04 1.35E+04 2.16E+04 1.23E+04 

Thyroid dose (mSv) 2.1 1.7 1.8 2 3.2 1.8 

Correction Factor 10.5 3.7 1 0.95 0.64 0.85 

Corrected dose 

(mSv) 
22.1 6.3 1.8 1.9 2.05 1.5 

 

 

Example 1 

• Measurement at 12h, stable iodine is administered 8h before the intake. 

The correction factor can be calculated directly from the polynomial found in Table 4 and corresponding 

to Tmeas=12h.   

We obtain CF=10.46 

 

Example 2 

• Measurement at 36h, stable iodine is administered 4h before the intake. 

The correction factor cannot be directly calculated since there is no polynomial function for 36h. We 

thus interpolate using two polynomial expressions.  

The polynomial for Tmeas =32h at TAdm=4h gives CF=4.28. 

The polynomial for Tmeas =40h at TAdm=4h gives CF=3.1. 

We perform a linear interpolation at Tmeas=36h for the CFs and find CF=3.7.   

 

 

 



Example 3 

• Measurement at 24h, stable iodine is administered 80h before the intake. 

According to Figure 6 the value of the polynomial at TAdm=72h must be used. Taking the polynomial 

corresponding to Tmeas=24h we find CF=1.  

 

Example 4 

• Measurement at 78h, stable iodine is administered 12h before the intake. 

According to Figure 6 we must interpolate between values found in the region corresponding to Tmeas 

>84h and in the region corresponding to Tmeas <72h. 

In the upper region we have CF=0.9. 

In the lower region we take the polynomial corresponding to Tmeas=72h at the value of TAdm=12h. We find 

CF=1. 

Either we take CF=1 for a conservative estimate or CF=0.95 if we prefer a linear interpolation.  

 

Example 5 

• Measurement at 8h, stable iodine is administered 1h after the intake. 

According to Table 5 the correction factor can be calculated with the polynomial function corresponding 

to Tmeas=4h at TAdm=1h. 

We find CF=0.64.  

 

Example 6 

• Measurement at 18h, stable iodine is administered 12h after the intake. 

According to Table 5 the correction factor must be calculated with a polynomial expression. Since there 

is no polynomial corresponding to Tmeas=18h we interpolate.  

For Tmeas=12h the polynomial at TAdm=12h gives CF=0.74 

For Tmeas=24h the polynomial at TAdm=12h gives CF=0.97 

Linear interpolation at Tmeas=18h gives CF=0.85. 

 




